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Vacuum electromagnetic interaction t bpartmenr of Electrical md Computer Engineering, University of California, Sm Diego, La Jolla, California 92093-0407, USA Received 10 June 1992 Abstract. The concept of a magnetic 'companion wave' arising when an elecwomagnetic wave is superimposed on a static magnetic field in vacuum is discussed. A conceptual devim for observing vacuum electromagnetic momentum is proposed. The companion wave is then shown to be as real and observable as the electrotnagnetic wave, and also to have the possibility of carrying infonnation.



Electromagnetic (EM) interactions occurring in vacuum (e.g. an EM wave impinging on a static magnetic field) are at present thought to be an unobservable and hence inconsequential subtlety of the EM theory [I]. This view, however, is based on the non-existence of a device with which to observe vacuum electromagnetic interactions (hereinafter VEI). In this paper we show that VEI produces real and observable effects such as a heretofore unknown wave behaviour, and present the concept of a device with which to observe such waves. We begin with a discussion of certain developments in EM theory that lead us to take up anew the subject of VEI. 2. Background



The dielectric polarization current Jd, when extrapolated to vacuum, leads to the concept of vacuum displacement current, which is included in the fourth Maxwell equation, written here for a purely dielectric material in MKS units:



where B and E are the magnetic and the electric fields, and po and EO are the permeability and the permittivity of free space. This vacuum displacernent current Jo = ~ ~ leads l to ? electromagnetic waves in free space. A logical complement of this concept arises from a cumulation of evolving ideas to date. Out of a long-standing controversy regarding the form of eleckrornagnetic energy-momentum tensor [2-51, and out of a series of experiments and reIated further controversy [6-151, at least one simple, clear fact seems now to emerge: a dielectric carrying a dispIacement current in a magnetic field is subject to a mechanical force Fd = Jdx B per unit voIurne. This provides the dielectric counterpart of the J x 3 force in a conductor { J = the conduction current). This force has been used, for example, $ Address for correspondence. PO Box 1636. Laguna Beach, California 92652, USA.
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to deveIop the dielectric counterpart of magnetohydrodynamics [16-191. It is instructive to examine. the consequence of extrapolating this dielectric force to vacuum. By talung the cross product of both sides of equation (1) with B,we have



This is the 'force equation' corresponding to equation (1) or the 'current equation'. The right-hand side includes a term Fo = Jo x B that has the dimensions of a force, and needs interpretation. We now proceed to show that just as the last term of equation (1) leads to real and observable EM waves in vacuum, the last term of quatian (2) leads to red and observable magnetic pressure or energy density waves that accompany the EM waves. 3. An electromagnetic companion wave



We consider a plane EM wave propagating in free space in n region of a homogeneous static magnetic field Boparallel te the z direction of a Cartesian coordinate system. The electric and the magnetic field amplitudes of the wave propagating in a direction r may be written as



where Eo and bO (= Ea/c,c =the velocity of light) are the amplitudes, w is the circular freguency and ko = 2 r / A 0 is the propagation constant (Ao =the wavelength). The instantaneous net magnetic field is B = Bo b. The instantaneous energy flow in the medium is given formally by the Poynting vector



+



Unless otherwise specified, we assume in the following discussion a region of space that is so far removed from the sources of the static magnetic field and the EM wave that the time-scale of interaction between the wave and the magnetic field is much shorter than the time needed for these sources to sense t h s disturbance. Stated differently, we assume that the sources do not contribute to Iwal energy conservation during the interaction. We next consider successively the following three situations: the wave propagates in the z direction, and the magnetic field b i s parallel to the x axis; the wave propagates in the y direction, and the magnetic field b is parallel to the x axis; the wave propagates in the x direction and the magnetic field b is parallel to the z axis, Then the instantaneous Poynting vectors for the above three cases are, respectively,



Thus the wave travelling in the x direction involves a component of energy that bavels back and forth. It i s an interaction energy in that it invoIves the wave magnetic field b and
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the ambient magnetic field Bo, and can, in principle, be arbitrarily large compared with the energy flow of the wave itself, i.e. the first term in equation (8). The Poynting vector sometimes represents a real energy flew (as isr the case of EM waves) and sometimes it is only a mathematical term (as when both the electric and the magnetic fields are static). To ascertain which is the case in the present instance, we note that the above result can also be arrived at from first principIes without reference to the Poynting vector, from simple work-energy considerations. The tgtal energy density ul upon establishing a magnetic field b perpendicular to a preexisting field Bo is simply the sum of the energy densities of the two fields:



However, the net energy density when the two fields are parallel or antiparallel is



The last term in parenthesis represents the work performed by the wave on the ambient field or vice versa. This is the interaction energy density U :



This term, when multiplied by c, is the same as the last term in equation (8). It represents a spatiaI and temporal osciIlation of the magnetic pressure or magnetic energy density in the medium, the energy being transport4 back and forth with velocity c, and parallel to the direction of wave propagation. This can also be seen by considering a box enclosing a volume V, with its sides parallel to the coordinate planes making up the surface A. From equations (8) and (101, and leaving out the energy balance for the electromagnetic wave, we can derive the following energy conservation relation:



where S,, is the last term of equation (8), and ii is the surface normal. The energy transport has certain characteristics of an EM wave in that it represents energy propagating at a velocity c, has a periodicity in time, and involves orthogonal eIectric and magnetic fields. It is not a modified form or a variant of conventional EM waves, but is something that exists in addition to, and in association with, such waves. In this sense it is a 'companion wave'. While the concept of an EM wave follows from the last term in the current equation (I), that of the companion wave folIows from the last term iti the force equation (2). Since no energy is being created or absorbed in the medium, the time average of U over one period or its space average over one wavelength must be zero. The companion wave is associated with compressions and rarefactions of the magnetic Iine of force, much like magnetosonic waves [20]. By applying equation (2) to the case that BQi s parrtlleI to b, and using the Maxwell's equation V x E = -b, we obtain



which is the wave equation for the companion wave. Or, simply dividing both sides of the above equation by BD,we obtain the wave equation for the b field of h e EM wave. This shows the nature of the interdependence of the two waves.



4. Observability of vacuum electromagnetic interaction: the force-measuring antenna



Today, EM waves-in particular radio waves-would dso be considered inconsequential had it not been for a device with which to observe these waves: an antenna. In the same way, the companion wave becomes consequential when we conceive of a corresponding device: a force-measuring antenna (PMA). An FMA detects both EM waves and EM momentum. Its cOriCept is simple: it is an antenna mounted in a force-measuring device which is mounted on a rigid body fixed in space (figure I). Consider for simplicity an FMA made of an ideal short electrical dipole [22j of length L ( 
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